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!!le trOblem.. Desegregation of public school systems
has usually e~n ~ccomplished ~y changing the ratio of
minority to mSJor1ty students 1n each building to an accept
able level.. This reliance on numerical criteria as a
definition of desegregation gives no assurance that interac
tions between minority and majority students will occur ..
When the interactions of the students are taken into
account, a functional definition of integration becomes
possible. The present stud.y is an attempt to directly
modify the frequency and topography of the interactions
participated in by three kindergarten children, thereby
chang'inq the level of functional integration within the
classroom.

Prooedure. Baseline data were collected on the
three experImental sUbjects. The teacher was thensequen
t1a111' instructed to differentially reinforce and prompt,
When necessary, all interactions, within-race interactions,
between-race interactions, and finally, all interactions.
Only baseline data ''1are collected on the normative subj'ect.

Findin$ls. SUbjects.FB and.FW increased.tbeir within
race interactIons when all interactions or within-race
interactions were promoted and reinforced. Their between
race interactions increased when they were the focus of the
contingencies. MW responded similarly during the all inter
actions and within-race phases. However, during the between
race phase, MW's levelS of within- and between-race inter
actions decreased or remained low and his mixed-group
interactions increased.

Conclusions. The interactions participated in by
the experlmentaIsubjects changed to comply with the con
tingencies in effect during. each phase. In addi~ion,
increases in interactions \Il,ere Been for each SUbJect across
phases.

ReC01nI\lendations•. Eduoators interested in increasing
the level 01: lunctional integration in their classroom or
school should: (1). foous on the interactions .. ,?ccurring
between students and (2) utilize operant techn~ques such as
prompting and reinforcement to increase interracial inter
actions among their students.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

school districts f.aoed with reorganization due to

court ordered or agency mandated desegregation usually

adopt plans based on changing the ratio of minority to

majority students in each school to an acceptable level.

The steps taken to implement this type of plan have in

cluded wide-range busing of children, voluntary transfer

programs, alteration of attendance boundaries, and the

pairing or grouping of schools. This type of plan is based

on a definition of desegregation which does not take into

account the behavior of the individuals involved, only

their demographic characteristics (Cohen, 1975).

However, a numerically desegregated school is not

necessarily a functionally integrated school. In order to

measure the functional inteqration of a school or classroom,

one must take into account the interracial contacts which

occur (Cohen, 1975). That is, the focus must be placed

upon the behavior of the children. It is possible tha.t a

schOOl which meets the numerical criteria as a desegregated

school, would not be considered functionally integrated

when the social interactions of the students were analyzed.

Much of the past research on desegregation in

school settings has measured correlate behaviors of de

segregation such as statements of attitudes. Useem (1976)
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measured the attitudes of white tenth graders towards a

busing program that their school had chosen to become in

volved in.. Low and middle income black students were

bused from an urban community to the suburban high schools

inV'olved. In general, Useem found that 89% of the whit.e

atudents supported the busing program. In addition, t.he

higher a student's socioeconomic background (as measured by

scaling the father's occupation and the mother and father's

educational attainments),. the more positive their re

ported attitudes toward the busing program (tJseem., 1916).

Studies of this sort suggest that busing can be

implemented in a way that the individuals involved accept ..

The variables correlated with reports of positive attitudes

towards a busing program for desegregation are demoqraphic

characteristics such as sex, academiostatus, and socio

economic level. These variables however, are either un

changeable or at least not readily susceptible to experi

mental manipulation. Studies dealing with these oorrelated

variables provide no prognostic information about the

manipulable variables crucial in increasing actual inter

racial contacts.

Another subset of the research done on desegrega

tion defines and measures some integrative behavior, but

makes no at.tempt to change its rate of occurrence. Williams

and ~illia (1978), in one of a series of studies designed to

measure interpersonal touch across various age levels,
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observed: (1) the frequency of touohingotbers for eaoh

presohool aged Subject (measured as the rate of touch per

one minute interval), (2) the1dentity of the individu.al

the subject touched, and (3) the body area used to t.ouch

and be touched. In t.heir anal.ysis of t.he data, it was

found that, in an outside sett.ing, blaok children initiated

touch more oft.en than white ohildren. Also, it was foun·d

that touch rates for blaok same-sex pairs was biqher than

for white same-sex pairs.

In another stUdy measurinq inteqrative behaviors,

Sinqleton and Asher (1977) quantified sooial interaotions

among third grade students utilizing a revolving, six

second, partial interval time sampling procedure. They

also differentiated between positive and negative interao

tions in their data. It was determined that females had

more same-race interaotions than expected by chance while

males' same-race interactions did not signifioantly deViate

from chance. For white children, same-race and cross-race

interactions were predominantly positive (96.96% and

98.51% respectively). The interactions of black females

were also predominantly posH:ive (96.43% - same-race;

94.23% - cross-race). However, black males had signifi

cantly fewer positive interactions with other black

children (80.31% - same-race). Overall, they found that the

level of cross-race interaotions was higher for these third

grade children than their lavel of cross-sex interactions.
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The following studies attempted to increase inte

grative behaviors. DeVries and Edwards (1974) ,.although

utilizing standard sociometric items to measure int.erracial

interactions, attempted to increase t.he reported frequency

of these int.eraotions above those found in a t.raditional

olassroom through the int.roduotion of student. teams and/or

learning games into the currioulum. They found that using

games inoreased report.ed oross-race helping interaotions

and using games within a team structure increased these re

ported interactions to an even higher level. In addition,

the combination of games and teams also increased reported

interraoial friendship interactions.

Hauserman, Walen, and Behling conducted a study in

1973 which represents an attempt at inoreasing interracial

interactions and measuring the generalizat.ion of this effect.

They instituted a token reinforcement system in whioh each

student received tokens for sitting with a "new friend n at

lunoh. Data were colleoted on five minority students in

the classroom. Eaoh day it was noted whether or not each

minority student ate at a raoially mixed lunch table.

Tokens were given to these students oontinqent upon sitt.ing

at a racially mixed table and t...ere later exchanqeable for

snaoks. Generalization data were collected during a free

play period immediately following lunch and were measured

as the number of t~10 minute intervals in which interracial

play occurred for at least a port.ion of the interval.
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Although a sligntover-lap in the data exists, token rein-

forcement did increase the number of minority students re

portedly eating in racially mixed groups. Of greater

importance is the fact that the generalization data did

show muoh higher levels of interracial play during the t.oken

reinforcement phase than during either baseline or a short.

prompting only phase.

Interraoial interactions, as measured by Hauserman

at ale (1973), would seem to be a complex set of behaviors

sensitive to their consequences, i.e., operants.. As Bueh,

it is possible that other reinforcers readily available in

a classroom setting, such as teacher attention, can be

used to increase their occurrence. Teacher a.ttention has

been shown to be an effective consequence of behavior in

many instances (e.g., deoreasing number reversals'" Basazi

& Hasazi, 1972; increasing study behaviors'" Hall, Lund, &

Jaokson, 1968; increasing desired social and academic be

haviors concomitant with a decrea!1le in inappropriate social

and aggressive behaviors - Wasik, Senn, welch, & Cooper,

1969). In addition to single oase studies, t.eacher atten

tion has been effectively utilized to increase social inter

act.ions in children who exhibit isolate behaviors. Pinkston,

Reese, LeBlanc, and Baer (1973) utilized contingent teacher

attention to decrease aggressive behaviors and increase

positive peer interactions in a preschool aged child. They

found that these desired changes in behavior could be
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accomplished by s.imply strengthening the contingency (by

making it less intermit.tent) between positive peer interac

tions and teacher attention wit.hout significantly increasing

the total attention given to the student. That is, instead

of receiving the teacher's attention for a variety of

appropriate and inappropriat.e social behaviors, approximately

the same total teacher attention was given for desired

interactions only.

Minority and majority students in a numerically

desegreqated school can be viewed as isolate groups to the

exten.t that the frequency of interracial interactions is

low. For example, a longitudinal study conducted in the

Des Moines Independent School District showed that even

though the schools in the district meet the numerical re

quirements as desegregated schools, the students in those

schools were making raoially segregated friendships choices

as measured by sociograms (Ziomek, Note 1). Therefore, it

seems viable to extend the literature on increasing the

social interactions of isolate individuals to these isolate

groups.



CHAPTER II

METHODS

Partici:eant!

Four kindergarten ohildren were seleoted from a

pool of subjects that the teaoher had SUbjectively id.enti

fied as exhibiting low rates of social interactions. The

students chosen included one black male (MB), one black

female (FB), one white male (MW), and one white female (rw).

Informed oonsent was received from three of the four sub-

j eots I parents. MB I S pa.rents could not be reached so only

baseline data was collected on this subject.

Response Definitions

'X'he following response definitions were used in the

collection of the data:

Positive interaction ..... talking to, playing or

working with another child (Individual) or group of

children (Group). TWo or more children involved in

parallel pla.y were not considered as interacting.

Negative interaction - yelling at, pushing, in

sulting, fighting, or in a.ny other aggressive or

destructive way interacting with another child

(Individual) or group of children (Group).

Alone - any situation in which a child is clearly

by him/herself and not interacting with other
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children. Children involved in parallel play were

included in this category.

Each positive or negative interaction was coded as occurring

with a within-race or between-race individual or with a

within-race, between-race, or mixed-race group. !n addi

tion, the sex of the individual with whom the subject

interacted was also noted.

Data. Collection

A pre-phase (Pre-phase I) was oonducted during which

various data 0011ection techniques (i.e., frequenoy, time

sampling, duration, etc.) were tested. 'A decision on which

recording system to use was based on the experimenterfs

subjective opinion regarding the validity and quality of the

data, a comparison of the difficulty of implementing each

system in the classroom and levels of reliability obtained.

Duration measures were disregarded due to the

number of separate behaviors being recorded and the need

to be able to code each instance of the behaviors. While

the level of reliability was slightly higher for frequency

data as opposed to time-sampled data, it was felt that

the time-sampling data portrayed a truer picture of the on

going behavior. For these reasons, a ten second momentary

time-sampling procedure waS used to collect the data in

this study.

Each aUbject was obaerved for four minutes, three
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to five times a week, during an unstructured free-play

session.

Reliabilitx

Reliabili.ty was taken at least once in each experi

mental phase by a seoond independent observer. Reliability

coefficients were calculated for eaoh subject using the

following formula:

agre.ements
agreements + disagreements = reliability coefficient.

The overall reliability coefficient was .77 with a range

across subjects of .71 to .80.

Procedures

Pre-phase II. The purpose of this phase was to

empirically establish that teaoher attention was a rein-

forcer for each of the three experimental SUbjects. Each

participant ",ras tested individually by having the teacher

attend to some arbitrarily chosen behavior and observing

the changes in the rate of occurrence of the behavior

across baseline, and intervention conditions. Behaviors

chosen included eye contact with the teacher or assignment

and staying seated.

Baseline. The purpose of this phase was to obtain

the ongoing rates of interactions between students for each

of the participants. No instructions were given to the
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teacher as to how to respond to the various types of inter

actions ..

Intervention. This phase was divided into four

sub-'phases: (1) reinforcE!. all interactions, (2) reinforce

within-race interaotions; (3) reinforce between-race

interactions; and (4) reinforce all interactions. Each of

these SUb-phases was implemented by the teacher. The in

vestigator met with the teacher prior to the implementation

of each SUb-phase and discussed the procedures for that

phase. Written instructions were provided when necessary.

The intervention consisted of having the teacher differ

entially attend to the target interaction (i.e .. , all inter

actions, within-race, or between"'race) while ignoring all

other types of interactions. The teacher was also in

structed to prompt the appropriate type of interaction when

necessary. However, no prompts were given during the last

two sessions of the final phase. Differential teacher

attention was defined as including some type of active par

ticipation by and/or verbal praise from the teacher

regarding the activity the subject was involved in.
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RESULTS

The data shown in Figure 1 is from pre-phase II for

the three experimental sUbj ects. The graph shows the per

cent of intervals in which the SUbjects were judqed to be on

task across baseline and int.ervention conditions. Subjeot.

FB was observed to be on-task less than 50% of the t.ime

during baseline. The level of on-task behavior inoreased

greatly during the intervention phase. FW's rate of on-task

behaviors was already quit.e high during the initial baseline

phase and very little increase in this was seen during the

first. intervention phase. During a subsequent session, a

declininq trend was seen in the percent of intervals spent

on-task during baseline. The data for the second interven

tion phase show that the percent of intervals spent on-task

was m.aintained at a fairly high rate. Subject MW was

observed to be on-task 33% to 66% of the time during the

initial baseline. A small increase in this behavior was

seen during the first intervention phase. A large amount of

variability was seen in the data for the second baseline

phase for MW. The percent of intervals on-task was slightly

higher and the variability greatly reduced during the

second intervention phase.

Figure 2 shows the percent of intervals that each

of the SUbjects (experimental and normative) spent inter

acting across conditions. The data shown represents the
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t.otal percent of time spent interact.inq with others, re

gardless of the type of interaotion.

For subjectFB, an inoreasing t.rend was seen across

all conditions. Likewise, the data for FW also increased

across conditions with the exception of t.he final all

interaotions phase, where a slight decrease in the average

percent of intervals was seen. The graph shows that subjeot

!iJW interacted a very small percent of the time during base

line. A slight increase was seen during the all interac

tions phase and an even larger increase occurred during the

within-race phase. A decrease in the level of inte.racting

occurred during the between-race phase and this level was

maintained during the final all interactions phase.

The data for subject MB shown in Figure 2 can be

analyzed in two ways. First., across all of the baseline

data, he averaged 40% of his time spent. interacti.ng with

others. Second, the data may be atvided into time periods

which correspond eo the changes in phases by the experi

mental subjects. When this W8e done, MB was observed to

have interaoted 30% of t.he time during the baseline time

period.. This fell slightly during the all interactions

period. Increases in the percent. of time interacting were

seen in the time periods coinciding to the within-race and

between-race phases.. Finally I ME' s level of. interacting

decreased during the period associated wit.h the final phase ..

Ficrore 3 shows the percent of intervals the three
'"
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experimental sUbjects (FB, FW, (, MW) spent interaoting with

individua1s of the same raee or individuals of a different

race. The data from this graph are also summari~ed in

Table 1. Listed are the average data for each subject. in

each condition across wit.hin-race and between-race int.er

actions and group interactions in whioh various races take

part (mixed groups) •

For subject FB, the interactions which ocourred

during baseline were primarily within-race intera.ct.ions.

When all i.nteractions were praised by the teacher,. the data

remained steady and then increases in first between-race

and later within-race interactions were observed. During

the within-race phase, Fa's interactions were exclusively

within-race with one exception. The opposite results were

seen during the between-race phase. That is, between-race

interactions predominated, with 2 exceptions. During the

final all interactions phase, the level of between-race

interactions fell off sharply while the within-race inter-

actions increased.

For subj ect Ftf, the interactions which occurred

during baseline were exclusively within-race interactions.

The interactions during the phases when all interactions

were praised and when within-ra.ce interactions were praised

also were predominantly within-race (with one notable exoep

tion). However, when onlybetween-raoe interaotions were

praised t this type of interaction changed such that the
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Table 1

Mean Percent of Intervals for each Experimen.tal Subject

Subject

FB

FW

Condition

Baseline
All interaotions
Within-race
Between-raoe
All interaotions

Baseline
All interactions
within-raoe
Between-raoe
All interactions

Baseline
All interactions
Within-race
Between-raoe
All interactions

Within
Raoe

28%
16%
40%

9%
61%

10%
29%
42%
13%
37%

9%
21%
63%
10%
43%

Between
Raoe

7%
18%

6%
45%
13%

0%
8%
0%

50%
15%

7%
2%
4%
4%
2%

Mixed
Groups

0%
7%
8%
0%

13%

10%
2%
2%
1%
4%

6%
6%
4%

36%
1%
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interact.ionswnich ocourred were predominantly between-race.

As with subject FB, FW's data for the final all interao

tions phase shows a return to low levelsfo·r between-race

interactions and an inorease in within-race interactions,

although not as quickly.

During baseline, the all interactions and the within

race interactions phases, MW's interactions were exclusively

within-race. This pattern seemed to continue through the

between-race phase also. However, Figure 4, which shows the

percent of intervals in which MW participated in mixed....group

interactions, shows that more of these interactions occurred

during this phase than in any other. MW's level of within

race interactions predominated over either between-race or

mixed-group interactions during the final all interactions

phase (see Figs. 3 and 4).

Figure 3 also shows the elata for subject MB broken

down into withi.n-race and between-race interactions. When

these data were analyzed according to the time frames in

which the experimental conditions occurred I the following

was seen. During baseline, within-race and between-race

interactions occurred at approximately the same low levels.

First between-raoe and later within-race interactions pre

domi.nated in the period coinciding with the all interac

tions phase. Between-raoe interactions decreased and within

race interacti.ons increased in the period associated with

the within-race experimental phase. Large fluctuations

in the data occurred during the experimental between-race
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phase. Durioq five of the eight sessions in thie time

period, within-race interact.ions predominated. DUring the

time period oorresponding to the final all interactions

phase, both within-raoe and between-race interaotions

oocurred with the within-race int.eractions occurring slightly

more frequently.
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DISCUSSION

The effect of the introduction of teaoher prompting

and reinforcement on the interaotions of the experimental

subjects can be seen in two ways. First, for all experi

mental subjects, the percent of intervals spent in positive

interactions was greater in the final phase than at the

beqinnin.g of the stUdy. That is, overall, the intervention

had the effect of increa8lng the subjeots t level of inter

act.ing. Second, the behavior of the experimental subjects

conformed to tb.e contingenoies in effect durinq the various

phases. For example, the data for subjeots FB and FW show

that within-race interaotions increased and between-raoe

interactions remained low when within-race interactions

were prompted and reinforoed. Likewise, between-race inter

actions increased and within-race interactions decreased when

between-race interactions were prompted and reinforced. MW

responded simiJ.arly to the within-race condition. However,

he responded to the continqencies in effect during the

between-race pha.se by increasing the percent of time spent

in mixed-group interactions rather than by increasing his

purely between-race interactions.

In all caaea , the high levels of between race or

mixed-group interactions were not maintained when the

specific prompts and contingen.cies for these behaviors were
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removed during the final all interaction" ph". I, .' t. ··d..........e. ns ea ,

higher levels of within-race interactions were seen for each

subject. It is impossible to determine Why this reversal

occurred especially since no information was recorded re

garding the type of interaotion the teacher prompted.

Close ins1'ect.ion of the data collected on 1m com

pared to that of the experimental subjects shows that the

levels of between-race and wi thin-raoe interaotions par

ticipated in by MB reflect, to a oertain extent, the oon

tingenoies in effect at the time for the experimental sub

jeots. Al though the teacher was instructed not to prompt

or reinforce MB, he was, at times, the student w:U:.h whom an

experimental subject: was int:eracting when reinforcement was

delivered.

The subjects chosen exhibited. such low levels of

interacting that it was necessary to inClude prompting in

the intervention strategy. A prompt is a "stimulus used to

raise the probability of a previously identified response

already assumed to exist at some low level" (Sltinne.r, 1953).

In this instance, the teacher suggested aotivit:ies and play

mates to the SUbject to increase the probability that an

interaction would occur ..

Prompting has been used in a variety of settings,

wi th a variety of populations, and for many different be

haviors. For example, McClannahan and Risley (1975) used

i t · 21t·ients' partioipationverbal prompts to inorease ger ar.to P ..
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in recreational and leisure aotivities.. In the area. of

educa.tion, Rosenbaum and Breiling (1976) used verbal prompts

to teach reading oomprehension skills to an autistic child.

Verbal prompts have also been used to train question-asking

with conoomitant increases in reading comprehension and

on-task behaviors seen (Knapczyk & Livingston, 1974) to

The use of prompting draws into question the nature

of the cont.ingenoies controlling the changes in behavior

wbichoccurred.. That. is, are the chang-es in the frequency

and type of interaotions oocurrinq contingency-shaped or

rule-governed? A contingency-shaped behavior is a behavior

which has de.veloped through direot contact with the con

trolling variables of reinforcement. In this case, inter

actions would be d.ireotly affected by the differential rein

foroement. of the target response. Behavior "Thich is rule

governed has not developed throuqh direct ooneaob with the

oontingencies. Rather, it is emitted in a certain form

because the rule has stated that when a response with these

properties is emitted, certain consequencea will occur.

New rule-governed responses are emitted because rule

following, in (Jeneral, has been reinforoed in the pa.st

(Skinner I 1969).

In re1ating this to the present study, what must be

questioned is whether the behavior reinforoed by teacher

attention was the particular type of interaotion tarqeted

or the followi.ng of instruotions given to the student by
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the teacher in the form of the prompt. In bothca8es,

interactions arealtared .. However, t.hese changes OOour

d.ireatly in the first case and are only a by-produot of

instru.ction-fo1.1.owing behavior in the seoond. '1'he,question

of whether the teacher actually reinforced interaotions or

instruction-fo11owing is an empirical issue whioh. While

import.ant, is beyond the scope of the present investiqation ..

Future research in which the use of prompts and the fading

of these prompts is more olosely controlled would be

neces mary in order to answer this question ..

What has been shown is that regardless of' the nature

of the contingrency, the intervention assooiated with in

creasing interactions in isolate ohildren (i.e.,. prompting

and reinforcing interactions) (Pinkston et aI., 1973) did

alter both the frequency and topoqraphy of the interao-

tions participat:ed i.l1 by the subjeots.. Unlike the Hauserman

at al .. (1973) study, this was aocomplished. simply u.sing

prompts and re:1nforoers which oecur naturally in 'the educa

tional environment and whioh do not require speci.al materia1s

and cha.nge.19 in routine, such as tokens, snaoks ,a.nd time

set aside for exchange of tokens. The behaviors required on

the teaoher' s part were easily taught and mastered a.nd were

inoluded in her olassroom routine with minimum effort. It

1s this ease of training and inclusion of the skills

mastered into the daily routine, along with the results

obtained that shows promise for the acquiei tion of higher
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levels of funct.ional int.egration ana system-'I1ide basis.

As stat.ed before, funct.ional int.egration takes into

account not only the numerical criteria associated with

desegregation but the level of interracial interaotions

occurring in the classroom, bUilding, and/or system. The

purpose of the desegregation movement in education was to

provide equa1 educational opportunities for all stUdents

regardless of race. The meeting of numerical criteria

assures that at least the physical environment, within

which learning is to occur, will be equal for all students

within a school building.. Any further goals such as the

exchange of cultural information, increased academic achieve

ment in minority students, etc .. seem to require more than

simply assuring that the appropriate ratio between majority

and minority students is achieved and maintained (Cohen,

1975). If the focus of the educational establishment can

be shifted from aohieving numerical desegregation, to

working tOW'ard funotional integration, given the existence

of an aoceptable ratio betil'ltUm minority and majority stu

dents, it is possible that through the increased levels of

int.eraotion and communf.catLon these further goals may be

met.
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